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VIII. ON TWO UNPUBLISHED CHRISTIAN GEM-TYPES.

Communicated by the Rev. C. W. KING, M.A.,
Trinity College.

[November 14, 1881.]

So lilllited is the variety of geln-types emanating from early
Christianity (a circumstance due first to the Judaical preju..:.
dices of the primitive converts, and afterwards to the almost
total decay of the art coincident with the triumph of our .religion)
that the discovery of anything novel among such relics will be
received with equal pleasure and surprise by the student of
Christian antiquities. "Those that cut and carve seals" are
reckoned amongst the trades "without which a city cannot be
inhabited" (i. e. necessarily to be found in every inhabited
town) by the atlthor of Ecclesiasticus1, most probably a resident
at Alexandria; and that great emporium continued down to
the Arabian conquest the last home of the expiring glyptlC
art, and the source (as I have noticed on previous occasions2)
whence memorials of the kind are still·furnished to collectors.

. From that quarter also were recently (1881) brought the two
gems to be d.escribed in this communication; which were soon
afterwards added by that zealous amateur, the Rev. S. S. Lewis~
to his already extensive and curious series of similar m.emorials
of the early Church. Their types, besides their novelty (foJ~

1 Ecclus. xxxviii. 27.
~ See No. I. of the present volulne of Communications.

6-·2
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nothing resembling them can be found amongst the specin1ens
of tIle same class hitherto published), have other claims to our
attention; the one, in the unuRual elegance of the design and in
the perfection of its workmanship; the other, in the singularity
of its type, that suggests many interesting thoughts connected
with its origin and intention, which it is the object of tIle
following remarks to trace out and illustrate.

I.
The first genl (fig. 1), lapis-lazuli of the purest and brightest

sort, is oval in form, with surface slightly convex. It is en-
graved with a woman amply draped on one knee in prayer, and
holding up on high with both hands a Latin cross, at which
she gazes fervently. Eellind her appears a great palm-branch
(or perhaps the tree of life) filling up that side of the field,
and distinctly setting forth the faith of the SECUNDA, wllose

FIG. 1.

name runs partly round in large and rudely-cut lettering. The
intaglio itself is carefully finished, the figure is well drawn,
the drapery arranged with elegance; much attention has even
been bestowed upon the head and features, the part of the
composition always the first to fail in the ,vorks of the Decline.
The whole work is not only an exception to the general
mediocrity of its class, but would not disgrace an artist of a
much better period than that of the Lower Empire. Accord-
ing to the alnlost invariable fllle in the case of signets, the
inscribed name can only designate the owner: .otllerwise we
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should be tempted to see in the lady some virgin-martyr
of the first ages, wllose portrait was chosen for her seal-device
by some later devotee claiming 11er for patron-saint~ Becunda
was so comnl0n a name in antiquity, by reason of ~the good
omen it contained, that it would be rash to assign it to
a daughter of the Becun,dus, brother-in-law of the emperor
Anastasius, and Consul A.D. 511; to whose exalted rank the
extraordinary beauty and the high value of the sapphiru8
might tempt the enthusiastic collector to assign its first owner-
shipl.

BlIt the peculiarity of this gem which most demands con-
sideration, is the crOSt~ so conspicuously elevated in tIle hands of
the k.neeling damsel. This can ~e explained in very different
ways. Does she hold it up merely as a badge of her religion;
or have ,ye here a very early instance of the" Adoration of the
Cross" itself? As a visible proclamation of the faith of the
bearer, the' sign of the Cross' may'be traced back to the first
days of Ronlan Christianity; of which fact no more convincing
proof can be adduced than the action of Constantine llpon the
conquest of Rome.. In the words of Ellsebius2, . "By a great
inscription, and by nlonuments, he proclaimed unto all men
that this is the sign of salvation: having in the centre of the
imperial city set IIp this as a grand trophy over his enemies;
engraving in indelible characters this sign of salvation, 'a pro-
tection for the supremacy of the ROIrlanS, and for the whole
empire. For he at once cOlnmanded them to place a tall spear,
in the shape of a cross in the hand of his own likeness,
erected as a statue in the most public place of Rome; and
to engrave beneath it this inscription in the language of th.e

1 Epiphanius says of the Sapphirus, there are several kinds, as the
" Royal," spotted with gold; but that sort is l\ot so much esteelned as the
pure blue (On the Twelve Gems of tlte Rationale, chap. v.). The signet
of the Emperor Phocas is cut in lapis-Iazuli.

2 Vita Constantini, cap. XL.
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Romans: 'Through this saving sign, the true test of Virtue,
I have delivered your city, and rescued it from tIle yoke of
tyrants; and moreover I have liberated, and restored the Senate
a~d people of Rome to their pristine dignity and splendour.'"
The nature of this representation (perhaps a copy of the actual
statue) is preserved upon the solid1tS of Valentinian Ill. (see
fig. 5, p. 82) and upon those of many of his successors, in which
the spear in the emperor's hand, transfixing the prostrate
enemy, terminates abo've in a Latin Cross. Could we be certain
that the remarkable adjunct lately discovered upon a unique
denarius (fig. 2) of Gallienus (emp. 253-268 A.D.) was intended
in the same sense, that capricious prince might claim the glory
of having anticipated Constantine in such a manifestation.

FIG. 2.

The type of this debarius of Gallienus is a standing figure,
holding out a patera as if pouring a libation, and l"esting his
left hand upon a tall sceptre (or hasta pura) which terminates
at the top in a well-defined cross. The legend reads APOLLINI

PAL (atino) ; in exergue SPQR. It is evident at first sight that the
figure is not an Apollo, but the emperor himself in the character
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of that god, and in·the action (extending the patera) 'of the far-
famed statue in the Daphne at Antioch, known to us by the
Monody of Libanius upon its destruction, and pictorially by that
pretty little coin of Julian's inscribed APOLLONI ANTIOCHENO.

There can be little doubt that the legend upon the coin under
discussion, read by the light of the figure which accompanies it
(perhaps a ·copy of an actual statue erected at the time of its
mintage), was a piece of flattery to Gallienus. This emperor,
in all but cowardice, resembled (or imitated) Nero as much in
Inind as he di(l in face: he was in fact a masculine copy of the
sixth Cresar. Like hin) he professed himself a rival of the God
of Day, ustlrping his figure here, and appearing in public with
his hair sprinkled witll gold-dust to imitate his luminosity. As
Nero raised the Colossus of tIle Sun-god in his own likeness, so
we find his follower endeavollring to eclipse him, by erecting
a new Colossus twice as large as that effort of imperial extrava-
gance, previously regarded as beyond all competition. Nero
struck coins (yet extant) with his own figure citharoedico habitu
(as Suetonius has related), and is immortalized on gems with
the adjtlnct of a lyre, as the living incarnation of the god of
song. It is only to be expected. that Gallienus should have
followed him here also; gratifying his vanity upon the point
where it was most susceptible, namely, his literary fame. Tre-
bellius records his proficiency in poetry, oratory, and in fact
"in all the arts", and q~otes three lines of his composition (an
impromptu)! so fervent, so spirited, as to make us deplore the·
total loss of the rest, which would, if equal to the sample, have
made a splendid addition to the scanty list of the " Works of
Royal and Noble Authors." Highly interesting from this point
of view as the coin-type before us may be, I fear that what
gives it its principal vallle, the Christian implication of the staff

1 Ite, agite~ 0 pueri, pariter sudate medullis
omnibus inter vos; non murmura vestra columbae,
brachia non hederae, non vincant oscula conchae.
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held in ·the left hand of the figure, is not altogether secure fronl
impugnment. There has, but lately, come to IrlY knowledge a
Campanian vase-painting of the" Rape of Cassandra", in which
the statue of Pallas carries an inv'erted spear, with its butt-end
similarly finishing in a cross: and it may be urged that what-
ever reason existed for its introduction in the hand of the
Virgin Goddess, will dispense us here also from the necessity of
interpreting it as a syml)ol of the new religion. On the other
hand, those who refuse to see in this cross a mere meaningless
appendage to the emperor's staff, may urge his famous edict
granting protection to the Christians, an(] the rnedal struck
in honour of his so greatly beloved empress, Salonina, reading
AVGVSTA IN PACE; for which every other iIlterpretation is more
forced than that which takes it in the Christian sense, as an
equivalent for the Pagan CONSECRATIO.

Gallienus is recorded to have been fond of practical jokes 1,
and seems certainly to hav~ extended this propensity to his
mintage, which alone presents us with Inore insoluble problems
than the entire imperial series put together. This, therefore,
would (if its reality be conceded) be the very first appearance
of a Christian symbol upon a c'oin: for the monogram composed
of X P lately found in the lege·nd of a Greek 2 medallion of
Trajanus Decius, has no better claim to such an origin than
when it occurs on the coins of the Ptolelnies, simply indicating
the mint-master. Besides, as Lactantius ascribes the invention
of the Ol~risrJ~a to a special revelation from the Saviour him-
self to Constantine, it follo,vs that the fornl, as used in tllat
special sense, was unkIlown before the Battle of the Milvian
Bridge.

1 "Lavabant simul cum prillcipe, admittebantur saepe etialn lnlllieres,
cum ipso ptllchrae puellae, CUDl iIlis aniculae deformes, et jocari se dicebat
Cl1lll orbem terrarum unditlUe perdidisset." (Treb. Pollio, Gallienus, cap. 18.)

2 Described in Snlith aucl Cheetham's Dictionary of Christian Attti-
quities, p. 1273 b, plate 1, no. 2.
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The Cross, treated as the principal object on a coin-reverse,
makes its first appearance, and with much elegance, upon a
solidus (fig. 3) of the pious Galla Placidia (A.D. 421), where
it is upheld by an angel (or Victory) standing at the side.
Soon afterwards the Cross banishes all other types from the

FIG. 3. D{omina) N{ostra) GALLA· PLACIDIA.· p(ia) F{elix) Avo{usta).
Rev. vOT(is)l xx MVLT(is) xxx R(a)v(ennae).

reverse of the solidus, until Justinian II (A.D. 695) replaces ..
it by a well-executed bust of Christ; but it is unnecessary to
pursue tIle history of the symbol' so far beyond the limits
prescr~bed to us by the workmanship of our gem.

11.

The other gem (fig. 4, see next page) as far excels this in curi-
osity and interest of subject, as it. falls short of it in beauty of
workmanship and ill quality of m~terial. It is also considerably
larger; of like shape, but an inferior an(} darker stone. There is
some effect in the drawing of the group, but its execution does not·
rise above the barbarism of even the better sort of gnostic stones
belonging to the fourth century; but in novelty of idea, and
ingenious adaptation of an ancient type, it far surpasses anything
of its species that has hitherto come to light. A young maD,
in the simple tunic of a shepherd, agreeing with the primitive
representation of tIle "Pastor Bonus," appears bruising with

1 These vows refer to tIle reign of '.rheodosius 11.; the coin is. figured
to the actual size.
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his staff, tipped with tIle sacred monogra.m instead of iron, tIle
head of the Old Serpent; wllose bust indeed is human, but
body that of a crocodile, the belly hideously swollen, and the
back garnished with a row of spikes, or similar protuberances,

FIG. 4.

to nlake its aspect yet more terrific, whilst the snaky tail, llpon
which the victor firmly plants one foot (as does Hercules on the
Hydra's in the tetradrachm~of Phaistos), goes curling up into
the field behind him, and terminates as a barbed arrow-head.

The lluman-headed Serpent, as typifying the Evil One,
first filakes 11is appearance upon the solidus (fig. 5) of Valen-

FIG. 5.

tinian Ill. (A.D. 420-435) where the orthodox Augustus is
seen" bruising its 11ead with his heel ;" tIle conception tllere-
fore is of early date, so that its introduction does in no ,vay
invalidate the antiquity of the gem under consideration. As a
coin-type it was, probably, intended by triumphant Christianity
for a degradation of the Agathodaemon Serpen~, that special
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FIG. 6. ~IARCUS AURELIUS AND FAUSTINA JUNIOR AS AGATIIODAElVIO ES.

Contemporary Bronze, dra\vn to the actual ize.
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favourite in the theology of Roman Egypt, which frequently
represents it as furnished with the head of Serapis Of, by an
ingenious piece of flattery, of the reigning emperor (see fig. 6
o~ p. 83). But the head given by the artist to the Evil One
of our gem is maIlifestly youthful; and proves that lIe was
guided in its drawing by the Rabbinical tradition of the shape
assumed by Eve's Tempter:

"a cherub's face, a reptile all toe rest."

The Dragon, in the same acceptation, that forms the handle
to certain Christian lamps (see fig. 7) ~ore than usually ela-
borate in design, exllibits similarly to this intaglio a back
}lorrent with spikes, like that of the actual iguana; although,
in this case, they are due only to the artist's imagination,
as the ancients could hardly be acquainted with anything of
the lizard family armed with such formidable appendages.
On the other hand, our medireval and heraldic Dragon was
produced simply enough, by eql1ipping the crocodile with
wings, in order to add the gift of speed to the native in-
vulnerability of tIle monster. The trallsition is clearly exerrl-
plified in a bas-relief of the Louvre collection t, which exhibits
Horus (Aroeris) in ROlnaIl armour, rnollnted on a richly-
caparisoned war horse (as the Cresars of the Lower Empire
so freqllently appear on t~eir coins), and transfixing with his
lance the Typhonian crocodile, that most ancient embleln of
the Evil Principle. Were it not for the hawk's llead, that
Horus retains in this monument of his fast expiring' worship,
the- group WOllld pass without question for 0111' St George and
the pragon: and it is generally agreed that the patron saint of
England was brought back from Alexandria by the retllrning
Crllsaders.

The mention of the Arian persecutor recalls to nlemory
tllat in his well-deserved pllnishment by popular vengeance

1 Figured in the Re'l)ue Archeolog1·qlte for 1876, p. 197.



FIG. 7. Antique bronze lamp found at Syracuse in 1 70: the cruciform
sword, surmounted by a Dove, stabs the monster' head, and indicates that
the Dragon's death is the Light of the World.
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was involved a minor bigot, Dracontius, master of tIle Inint at
Alexandria, who had provoked his fate by overthrowing an altar
erected there upon the accession of Julian. And again, as the
signet device often expressed symbolically the name of its
owner (as Symmachus tells us of his own), it is not irnpossible
that our gem may have been engraved for some one of the
same name with the unlucky monetarills, wllen his religion was
again in the ascendant. And before quitting the subject of
Dragons, I must add, though apparently straying very far away
from my text, that the far-famed Dragon of the Celestial
Empire is in its origin, h,owever fantastically metarnorphosed,
a true crocodile; introdllced with all the other gems of Chinese
art by tIle Buddhist missionaries fronl Bactria. No intelligent
archaeologist who compares the sClllptured, and more especially
the glyptic, works so abundant in Northern India with the
Chinese treatment of similar objects will fail to detect the
source whence their inspiration was drawn.

Amongst the shower of " hard nalnes" whicll that "whining
monk," Gregory Nazianzen, pours upon his old university friend,
J ulian, in the "invective" preached upon the first intelligence
of the emperor's death, figures that of "Dragon." This, how-
ever, refers to the Apocalyptic Portent, and forms the clilnax to
a string of comparisons to Siholl, Og, and all the other tyrants
who had vexed tIle chosen people.

The "draco" of the Romans was a large crested snake,
much resembling the hooded cobra di capello ill shape, but not
venomous,. first introduced from Asia as a sacred animal, but
which had, in Pliny's days, multiplied to a prodigious extent
at Rome: one of the species had been the congenial pet of
the emperor Tiberius, "erat ei in oblectamentis serpens
draco," as Suetonius 1 puts on record. Soon after this, the
draco becalne a military ensign, carried by a 'draco1~arius,'

and makes its appearance amongst tIle other standards upon
Tib. 72.
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tile triumphal bas-reliefs. This ensign was of a very singular
11ature, being a hollow tube made of silk, very accurately
figuring the sacred serpent, which the wind entering by the
gaping mouth distended as it hung from the pole: hence
Prudentius1 :

"Proque ventosis draconum quos gerebant palliis
Praeferunt insigne lignum quod draconem subdidit."

The figure was, probably, chosen for a military banner on
account of its talismanic power, and as acting as an Agatho-
daemon in the literal sense of the word.

In the same connexion we may consider another talisman
of wondrolls efficacy, which sllrvived by many centuries the
religion that gave it birth. This is the Chn'uphis (Knepb); the
serpent with lion's head, whence spring seven rays (often tipped
with the seven Greek vowels, which shroud the" ineffable name"
from profane eyes); the Sigil ,vhich King Nechepsos (as Galen 2

tells us) prescribed to be cut on the J aspis (green or yellow

FIG. 8.

calcedony), and t.o be worn as a preservative of the chest and
lungs. The old. physician remarks that this was a common
practice in his own days; but that he had found by experiment
that the gem, by its natural virtues, was equally efficacious
without the sigil. Prodigious numbers of these Cnuphis-gems
are still preserved; their manufacture evidently extending

1 Peristephanon, I. 35.
2 DIJ temperamentis simpliciummed-ioarnentorum, Lib. IX.
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many centuries beyond Galen's time. One of the Inost renlark-
able is in the collection of Mr Lewis, being engraved on a
spheroid (fig. 8) of true jade, a mineral which is often said
to have been unknown to the ancients. The veneration paid
to' this curiolls figure (originally a solar emblem) seems in
some way connected with the history of tIle Elevation of
the Brasen Serpent in the Wilderness. At all events, there
must have been a very ancient tradition to that effect, for
an enamel plaque of the 12th or 13th century, in the possession
of Mr Octavius Morgan, representing that scene, displays the
Chnuphis, exactly copied from the gem, elevated upon a cross,
in different places through the camp.

The Gnostic talisman, figured below to the a,ctual size (fig. 9),

FIG. 9.

deserves a paragraph to itself from the richness of its syrnbol-
ism, the excellence of the ,vorkmanship, and its exceptional
magnitude. It is a red jasper of the finest quality, and came
from Bombay, through the means of M. Feuardent, into the
possession of the present owner. The plane face exhibits the
Chnuphis serpent, with radiated head, erected in the midst of
a choir of the sacred animals of Egypt, arranged in triplets-
beetles, geese, asps, crocodiles, and calves. On th~ convex face



we have the regular type of the Abraxas-god, flourishing his
whip to scare away evil spirits, and protruding his shield as
symbol of protection. The inscription ({VD has been I-ead as
Syriac for" The Serpent": the others have not been previously
observed in this connexion, and offer a problem to the ingenuity
of Semitic scholars. The union of Chnuphis with Abraxas is
a novelty, the former having almost invariably for reverse (as
on the jade already quoted) the triple S on a bar-probably
representing the serpent-twined wand of the priesthood.

FIG. 10.

The earliest record that can be found of the pictorial repre-
sentation of the Evil One, in the shape of a serpent, is that by
Eusebius1• "Moreover he [Constantine] set up a picture over
the grand entrance of the Palace, displaying the Cross, that life-
giving symbol, placed above his own head; whilst below him
the adversary and enemy of mankind, who through the agency
of impious tyrants had vexed the Chtlrch of Christ, was being
cast down headlong in the figure of a serpent. For the divine
oracles, in the books of the Prophets, have called him a dragon
and a fuming serpent." W e may still see the same idea em-
bodied on that invaluable little coin (fig. 10) of the ~younger

1 Vita Conltantini, In. 3.
c. A . •~. Conon. VOL. V. 7
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Constantine, which shows the serpent transfixed by the spear
of the labarum, the If Trophy of the Cross," as Eusebius aptly
terms it, with the explanatory legend SPES PUBLICA.

It is full time now to return to tlle symbolisnl of the gem,
the proper subject of these remarks. Instead of the actual
serpent of Constantine's painting, the Fiend is made to recall
the classical figulee of the Hydra. If tllere be any truth in the
.generalopinion that },Iaximian intended, when he put on his
coins a ·Hercules slaying the Hydra, (as well as J ove throwing
his bolts at the Titans), to commemorate his o,vn efforts for
the extirpation of Christianity, the adaptation of the type by
our engraver was literally a "turning of his own cannon upon
the enemy." The aureU·8 of Maximian (fig. 11) preserves to
us the latest representation of the Hydra produced by ancient

FlG. 11.

a!t. It is a coin of singular beauty, and considering the late-
ness of the period, a perfect miracle of workmanship. But the
masterly treatment of the group, and still more the compactness
(so evidently aimed at in its composition) with which Hercules is
shown lifting the nlonster from the ground by one of its many
necks, whilst it clings tenaciously to his body with its snaky
folds, prove unmistakeably that the die-sinker had in view
some bronze of the same subject coming down. from the best
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period of Grecian art. It is instructive to compare this, the
latest, with the very earliest representation of this "Labour"
on the coin of Phaistos alluded to on page 82; in which the
looser arrangement of the figllres, and the pictorial effect., whicll
is so evidently kept in view (a Dlost unusllal thing in Greek
coinage), equally <.leclare that its engraver drew his inspiration
from some celebrated pa~·nting of his times: a circumstance
which critics llave already noticed with respect to another fine
production of the Cretan school, the Europa seated in a tree
upon a coin of Gnossos.

To trace the Hydra down to its final extinction as a type;
it may be added that the Byzantines combined it with the
Gorgon (that most ancient of amulets, even Pllt up by the
Cyclops on the citadel of Argos) by sllrrounding her head witll
seven asps radiating from it round abotlt. Gems and brass
tesserae thus engraved are extant in abundance. The reverse
always bears a legend in barbarolls phonetic Greek to this
effect1: "Black, blackened Fate [or other evil] thou creepest
like a serpent, thou roarest like a lion, thou shalt lie down like
a little lamb." The most perfect specimen known to me is that
figured by Chiflet 2 ; the most curious, as being undoubtedly a
Gothic work, is the so-called seal of St ServatiusS, still preserved
in Maestricht Cathedral. It is a large circular disk of green
jasper, bearing on one side a rude bust of a saint, on the other
the Hydra-Gorgon, with the regular inscription, but so dis-
figured by the ignorant copyist that only a word here and there
can be recognised.

[The illustrations throughout this Communication are from antique
originals in the cabinet of the Rev. S. S. Lewis.]

1 YCT€pb. M€Ab.NH M€Ab.NOM€NH OC OeplC HAHCE K, OC A€ONBpyXb.C€

K€ OC b.pNION KyMOy. rrhe y takes tIle place of 01 as early as A.D. 842,
in the title of Theodora Despztna.

2 "Macarii Apistapistus," No. 70 of the plate.
3 Handbook ofEngraced Gems, p. 112.

7-"2
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